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swamp the French nationality in an Anglo-Saxon Province,
the more necessary it was to maintain a separate French-
Canadian organization for the attainment of French-
Canadian ideals. During the time of Lord Sydenhain's
Government the French remained suspect, the memories of
the rebellion being still fresh in the minds of men, and
Sydenham was not prepared to accept the full consequences
of responsible government, so far as it meant party govern-
ment by a parliamentary majority. He aimed at being
his own first minister and to rule through the best men
chosen by himself on other than party grounds. Syden-
ham's attitude was well adapted for a period of transition,
but it postulated a very strong Governor and a very simple
Colonial Assembly. Meanwhile the French-Canadians had
joined forces, for the purposes of opposition, with the Re-
formers from Upper Canada, and Sydenhain's successor,
Sir Charles Bagot, recognized that it was impossible to
refuse as ministers those who represented the will of the
majority. The next Governor, Metcalfe, in his heart dis-
trusted the system of responsible government; and it was
not till the government of Lord Elgin in 1848 that it can
be said to have triumphed permanently. But simultane-
ously with that triumph, the internal difficulties in the way
raised their head. Responsible government means party
government, and party government means the ascendancy,
at least, of two distinct parties. But in the Canadian
Assembly there were four, if not five, distinct parties.
There were the Upper Canadian Reformers, who held
Radical opinions, the Conservatives from that Province, and
the small faction which maintained the ' family compact'
tradition. The French-Canadians were, at first, for the
most part unanimous, on the side of opposition, but when
once they had been admitted within the portals of the
Government, it was inevitable that their natural tendency
to Conservative opinions should find expression; so that
in time there developed a French-Canadian Conservative

